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Student Information at your fingertips

Meet KxMobile: KxMobile puts all the student management functionality of 
KxStudent in the palms of your staff members’ hands. It’s an app for iOS and 
Android that makes check-ins, housekeeping and monitoring occupancy easier, 
faster and based on accurate, real-time data.

Anywhere, anytime data access
Get a comprehensive, up-to-date view of every room, whenever and wherever a staff 
member is at the time.

How it works:

Manage rooms remotely
Check whether rooms are vacant, as well as their housekeeping status, without having 
to call the building office or knock on doors.

Improve customer experiences
Give students faster check-ins and instant answers to their queries, wherever 
you are, so that their experience is smooth and hassle-free from day one.

Real-time information
Digital room lists and statuses can be updated on the go, meaning every staff 
member can get real-time access to accurate information on every bedroom.
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Remove check-in headaches

Check students into their rooms in an instant 
using a mobile device, cutting check-in times 
in busy periods at the start and the end of the 

academic year.

Check student details
Student photos can be displayed on individual 
profiles along with notes on interaction, so staff 

can be sure they’re dealing with the right person 
in the right way.

Streamline processes

On-the-spot access to data helps your team 
view room statuses on the go, utilise their time 
better and devote more time to deliver great 

student experiences.

Configure data access
With appropriate user permissions, including 

temporary access when needed, you can easily 
strike and maintain the right balance between 

the accessibility and security of data.

Reduce paper use
Digital check-in lists save time, and minimise 
the environmental impact caused by paper 

documentation.


